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Abstract. In this paper, we report on the progress made to upgrade and develop
a stable upgrading process to the INTO-CPS Application, an Electron.js based
desktop application providing a front-end to an INtegrated TOolchain, which is
used to develop Cyber-Physical Systems models. We added regression tests to the
codebase and for the first time can detect the loss of functionality of the appli-
cation and its accompanying training tutorials using an automated process. The
tests were developed on top of the Mocha, Chai and Spectron frameworks and
cover all the tutorials steps performed in the desktop application (approximately
33% of the app and other tools total). The testing process is not yet ready to be
deployed in the also recently developed GitHub Actions automated workflow, but
this is a possibility to be considered in future developments. We expect this work
to improve the stability and security of the code, thus improving user experience.
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1 Introduction

The INTO-CPS Application is a front-end used by engineers and students in several
projects and universities. It enables users to harness the backend co-simulation toolchain
in the development of Cyber-Physical Systems models, and its typical use-cases are il-
lustrated in a set of tutorials. The front-end was created during the INtegrated TOolchain
for Model-based Design of Cyber-Physical Systems (INTO-CPS) project [2], and in-
tends to reduce the entry barriers to newcomers interested in the modelling and co-
simulation of CPS, by integrating other tools like Overture, Modelio, and Maestro.

The front-end was developed on top of Electron1 and Angular2 among other web-
based dependencies. Given their nature, the dependencies and in particular Electron and
Angular evolve fast with short release cycles. Furthermore, newer versions of any of the
frameworks are not necessarily backwards compatible. Thus applications built on top of
such frameworks require frequent upgrades with non-trivial code changes. In addition,
the back-end third-party tools evolve and such upgrades need to be accommodated in
the front-end. For instance, the new releases of tools such as Maestro require frequent
upgrades to the application.

1 See https://www.electronjs.org/.
2 See https://angular.io/.
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Upgrades are likely to break the app features, and in particular the performance
of its tutorial steps, thus frustrating precisely the most vulnerable in the userbase. To
prevent that, the tool-induced and framework-induced upgrades to the codebase re-
quire significant manual regression testing to ensure that all the expected functional
and non-functional requirements are satisfied. Manual regression testing of the appli-
cation requires hundreds of tedious and error-prone steps. The only guaranteed way to
make successful upgrades to the application is to have automated regression tests. Au-
tomation of the regression tests paves way for more frequent testing of the application.
An added advantage of automated tests is the ability to take advantage of Continuous
Integration / Continuous Delivery pipelines during the software development process.

In this paper we describe two improvements – automated regression tests and frame-
work upgrades – carried out recently. With these two improvements in place, it is now
possible to make successful and frequent releases of the application. This paper starts
off with background information on the application in section 2. Afterwards, section 3
provides an overview of the initiatives taken for automated regression testing of the
application. This is followed by section 4 explaining the systematic steps taken to up-
grade the dependencies of the application to the latest stable versions. Finally, section 5
provides concluding remarks and an overview of the future work.

2 Background

The INTO-CPS toolchain has been used to develop CPS case studies in various fields
and features co-simulation [3], the combination of models simulating system compo-
nents to obtain a joint whole system simulation, as a paradigm in the development of
CPS models. Any model living up to the Functional Mockup Interface (FMI) stan-
dard [4] is compatible with the toolchain, and is referred to as a Functional Mockup
Unit (FMU) [7]. The INTO-CPS toolchain consists of the following baseline tools:

Modelio3 is a modeling environment for generating the co-simulation scenario, i.e.
connections between FMUs, the interface of the FMUs and related parameters,
from a SysML profile for CPS modeling [1].

Overture5, 20-sim6, OpenModelica7, and RT-Tester8 are tools that export FMUs.
Maestro [9] is a co-simulation orchestration engine to simulate selected FMUs based

on a given co-simulation scenario.

Because the INTO-CPS Application brings together different tools, and each party
whose tool is to be available within the application can develop a tool-specific UI com-
ponent that is plugged into the application, Electron.js was chosen as a framework.
Applications built using Electron framework use web technologies yet work like native
desktop applications, and simplify the support of Windows, Linux, and Mac versions.
With most of the codebase written using web technologies, the desktop version of the
application can be easily converted into a web application [8,6].

3 See http://www.modelio.org/.
4 See http://overturetool.org/.
5 See http://www.20sim.com/.
6 See https://www.openmodelica.org/.
7 See http://www.verified.de/products/rt-tester/.
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3 Introducing Regression Tests

We developed tests for the tutorials8 that are performed by trainees and engineering stu-
dents while learning how to explore the INTO-CPS toolchain [5]. Each tutorial consists
of a sequence of steps, each requiring a user to interact with the application or an exter-
nal tool. See Figure 1 for an illustration of an application state expected to be visible at
the beginning of a tutorial step.

Fig. 1: A tutorial fig. with the expected state before launching the co-simulation engine.

We use Spectron9 as a test framework and wrote the tests resourcing to primitives
available in the mocha10 and chai11 testing libraries. As an example, the test checking
the conformance of the app state to the expected (Figure 1) is shown in Listing 1.1.

1 it(’Co-Simulation Engine offline’, function () {
2
3 this.app.client.$(’coe-simulation’).waitForVisible()
4 .then(() => {
5 return this.app.client.$(’coe-simulation’)
6 .$(’.alert.alert-danger’)
7 .getText()
8 .then(function (text) {
9 expect(text)

10 .contain(’Co-Simulation Engine offline’)

Listing 1.1: Testing if the app state is according to the expectation (Figure 1).

8 See https://github.com/INTO-CPS-Association/training.
9 See https://github.com/electron-userland/spectron.

10 See https://mochajs.org/.
11 See https://www.chaijs.com/.
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Although the INTO-CPS Application and its tutorials steps involve the usage of
external tools like Overture, our tests do not cover such steps, because such interac-
tions happen beyond the scope of the Spectron framework. Table 1 shows the coverage
achieved by the automated regression tests. The covered steps correspond to steps that
are part of the application. Based on the number of steps covered in the tutorials, we
have a tutorial step coverage of 34%, yet the automated regression tests cover all the
tutorial steps run inside the application.

Table 1: The extent of automation in regression tests for all the tutorials.
Tutorials Tutorial Steps Automated Steps

1 – First Co-simulation 20 7
2 – Adding FMUs 31 21
3 – Using SysML 39 10
4 – FMU Export (Overture) 38 9
5 – FMU Export (20-sim) 41 9
6 – SysML for DSE 46 46
7 – Editing and Running DSE in App N/A 7
8 – SysML for Co-simulation 24 N/A
9 – Building Controllers in VDM 29 4
10 – Deploy the LFRController 28 N/A
11 – Building Controllers in PVSio-web 47 2

Total Steps 343 115

4 Upgrading the Dependencies

The application is built on top of the Electron framework, which in turn uses Node.js12.
We use the npm13 package manager to download and manage the dependencies includ-
ing gulp, which we use as a build system. There are hundreds of dependencies includ-
ing the electron-packager, spectron and spectron-fake-menu. Each of these packages,
in turn, depends on other packages and it is easy to find two npm packages requiring
different versions of the same base package. Figure 2 illustrates a concise dependency
scenario for one development snapshot of the application. While spectron is both a di-
rect and nested dependency for the application, yargs-parser is completely a nested
dependency. Despite the complexity the one finds, it is possible to list upgradable and
security vulnerabilities posed by using outdated packages.

The npm command line interface provides a comprehensive summary of the security
vulnerabilities arising out of the existing package versions. Figure 3 shows the audit
report for yargs-parser package; the audit report suggests a range of packages to be
used. We used this feature and the Angular update web tool to upgrade the INTO-CPS
Application. Notably, an upgrade from Angular 2.0.0 to 7.2 and the Gulp build system
to its version 4.

12 See https://nodejs.org/.
13 See https://www.npmjs.com/.
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Fig. 2: A concise view of npm dependency problems encountered during upgrade of
Electron application.

Fig. 3: Security vulnerability report for yargs-parser package.

By upgrading npm packages to the latest possible versions and updating the code,
we were able to reduce the number of security vulnerabilities in the application. After
the software upgrade, the total security vulnerabilities have decreased from 73 major
and 195 minor vulnerabilities to 3 major and 7 minor vulnerabilities. We have also
mapped the deprecated features of npm packages used to features of the application.
Based on this mapping, certain features have been either marked for deprecation or
prioritized in the current development process.

In addition to the previous Jenkins based continuous integration (CI) server, we de-
veloped an additional GitHub release workflow. Each code update in the git repository
triggers build process on the CI server and the software build status is visible to all
the developers. The build status immediately highlights any problems due to the latest
changes in the source code. The lead developer periodically updates the master branch
of the git repository which automatically builds the latest version the application and
release the same for Windows, Linux and Mac platforms.

5 Concluding Remarks and Future Work

The INTO-CPS Application is a user interface to an integrated toolchain used in the
design of Cyber-Physical Systems. Updates to underlying tools and software library
frameworks mandate continuous upgrades to the application. Our work made progress
in regression testing and upgrading the application. The regression tests provide a check



on the expected features of the application while the upgrade process significantly re-
duced the software vulnerabilities. Due to improved testing and successful upgrades,
we are also making definitive progress in code reuse in desktop and web versions of the
application. Shortly, we intend to unify the development of the desktop and web ver-
sions of the application. We also intend to track the test coverage based on the number
of lines of code or functions, and deepen the testing procedures. Doing so will increase
the usability and performance of the application and its associated CPS development
paradigm, thus providing better user experiences.
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